We give an explicit and general description of the energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and boost momentum of a molecule to order 1 c 2 , where it necessary to take account of kinetic contributions made by the electrons and nuclei as well as electromagnetic contributions made by the intramolecular field. A wealth of interesting subtleties are encountered that are not seen at order 1 c 0 , including relativistic Hall shifts, anomalous velocities and hidden momenta. Some of these have well known analogues in solid state physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and boost momentum are of fundamental importance, being associated with the Poincaré group: translations in time, translations in space [1] , circular rotations in space and hyperbolic rotations in spacetime (Lorentz transformations or boosts) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . At a fundamental level, the conservation of these quantities [3, 10] facilitates the examination and exploitation of molecules in the laboratory, through changes brought about by interactions: frequency spectra yield knowledge about molecular energy and angular momentum differences, deflection techniques utilise modifications of molecular linear momentum and boost momentum and so on.
The present authors recently began a high-precision molecular calculation and, to our surprise, were unable to find a complete discussion of the aforementioned quantities for a molecule beyond that afforded by the '∑ p 2 2m + V ' Hamiltonian, which is valid to order 1 c 0 only. This shortfall has encouraged us to write the present paper, in which we give an explicit and general description of the energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and boost momentum of a molecule to order 1 c 2 . Our paper should prove increasingly useful as molecules are examined and exploited with increasing precision [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Our approach is general and our results are of relevance to any molecule (or atom). They might prove especially useful for molecules containing heavy atoms, where relativistic effects can be pronounced.
We consider ourselves to be in an inertial frame of reference with right-handed Cartesian coordinates x, y and z and time t. The SI system of units is adopted and the Einstein summation convention [24] is to be understood, with subscripts a, b, c, . . . running over x, y and z. We adopt the Coulomb gauge [25] and work in the Schrödinger picture of time dependence. * robert.p.cameron@strath.ac.uk, www.ytilarihc.com
II. MOLECULAR MODEL AND HAMILTONIAN
In the present section, we define our chosen molecular model and Hamiltonian.
A. Molecular model
We consider a single molecule in isolation: an electrically neutral collection of electrons (subscript i) and nuclei (subscript j), bound together by electromagnetic interactions in the absence of external influences. We refer to the electrons and nuclei collectively as 'the particles' (subscript k). Our molecular HamiltonianĤ (introduced below) is effectively truncated at order 1 c 2 and we therefore neglect terms of order 1 c 3 or smaller.
Electrons
We treat the ith electron as a point particle of rest mass m i = m e , mean positionr i = r i [26] , canonical linear momentump i = −i ̵ h∇ ∇ ∇ i , electric charge q i = −e and magnetic-dipole momentm i = γ iŝi , with ∇ ∇ ∇ i the gradient with respect to r i , γ i = −e m e the gyromagnetic ratio andŝ i = ̵ hσ σ σ i 2 the mean spin [26] , whereσ σ σ i is a pseudovector of Pauli matrices [27, 28] . We identify an (effective) finite-size parameter R i , defined such that [29] , with λ e = ̵ h m e c the reduced Compton wavelength [30] of the electron: R i accounts for a smearing due to the electron's Zitterbewegung [31, 32] .
Nuclei
For the jth nucleus, we adopt one of the following three treatments, depending upon the value of the spin quantum number s j .
• For s j = 0, we model the nucleus as a point particle of rest mass m j , mean positionr j = r j , canonical linear momentump j = −i ̵ h∇ ∇ ∇ j and electric charge q j = Z j e, with ∇ ∇ ∇ j the gradient with respect to r j and Z j the atomic number.
• For s j = 1 2, we extend the s j = 0 model by granting the nucleus a non-vanishing magnetic-dipole momentm j = γ jŝj , with γ j the gyromagnetic ratio andŝ j = ̵ hσ σ σ j 2 the mean spin, whereσ σ σ j is a pseudovector of Pauli matrices.
• For s j ∈ {1, 3 2, . . . }, we extend the s j = 1 2 model by modifying the explicit form of the spin toŝ j = ̵ hs jλ λ λ j whilst granting the nucleus a non-vanishing electric-quadrupole
, withλ λ λ j a pseudovector of the relevant higher-order spin matrices and Q j the electric-quadrupole-moment parameter [33, 34] .
We account for the finite-size of the jth nucleus further via the radius parameter R j [35] and treat theΘ jab and the R 2 j as if they are of order 1 c 2 , as their associated contributions are 'small'. R j might include contributions due to nuclear Zitterbewegung [36] . It is to be understood thatm j γ j =ŝ j = 0 for s j = 0.
B. The molecular Hamiltonian
We take the Hamiltonian that governs our molecule to be [29, 33, 35, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] 
the intramolecular scalar and magnetic vector potentials seen by the kth particle at its mean positionr k .
account for the electric charges of the other particles, the finite sizes of the other particles and the electricquadrupole moments of the other nuclei.
account for the intrinsic magnetic moments and orbital motions of the other particles. The molecular HamiltonianĤ can be obtained as the non-relativistic limit [49, 50] of the Breit Hamiltonian [43, 45, 46] or from quantum electrodynamics [29] , with nuclear contributions added heuristically. At the time of writing, there is "no unambiguous and rigorous procedure for constructing molecular Hamiltonians for particles other than electrons" [35] . The difficulty stems in part from the composite nature of nucleons and nuclei, as well as the absence of universally accepted field equations for higher-spin particles: the Rarita-Schwinger field equation for spin-3 2 particles [52] , for example, has been accused of acausal behaviour [53] . The various terms that compriseĤ are described in more detail in the appendix.
The list of intramolecular interactions included in the molecular HamiltonianĤ is almost exhaustive to order 1 c 2 . One might add additional terms due to the internal structures of the nuclei [34, 54] or non-electromagnetic corrections due to the parity-violating influence of the weak interaction [11, 18, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , for example. In the present paper we do not account explicitly for vacuum effects, but it might prove interesting to do so [60, 61] .
III. PARTICLE POSITIONS, VELOCITIES AND LINEAR MOMENTA
In the present section, we focus our attention upon the kth particle and highlight some subtleties inherent to the description of its postion, velocity and linear momentum. An understanding of these subtleties is important for the next section, where we consider our molecule in its entirety.
A. Positions
In spite of its name (and simple operator representative), the mean positionr k (= r k ) does not embody the average position of an electron or spinning nucleus: the 'mean' terminology introduced in [26] forr k and other quantities such as the mean spinŝ k is something of a misnomer [62] . The role is more closely filled by the kinetic positionr k [63] , which differs fromr k by the position difference [64] 
To appreciate the distinction betweenr k andr k in simple terms, consider a translating spinning wheel:r k is analogous to the axle whereasr k is analogous to the elementweighted centre of the wheel, which is shifted away from the axle as different elements on the rim have different speeds and are Lorentz contracted by different amounts. δ δ δ k might thus be regarded as a manifestation of the relativistic Hall effect [65] and is intimately associated with Thomas precession [66] . For a spinless nucleus,δ δ δ j = 0. Also of importance is the position
of the centre of electric charge. For an electron,r ′ i coincides withr i [67] and, indeed, the position about which the electron exhibits its Zitterbewegung [62] . For a spinning nucleus,r ′ j is distinct fromr j . Note that the distinctions betweenr k ,r k andr ′ k first become apparent at order 1 c 2 and so do not enter into discussions founded upon the '∑ p 2 2m + V ' molecular Hamiltonian, which is valid to order 1 c 0 only. Position differences likeδ δ δ k are well known for electrons in the solid state and can be regarded as Berry connections in momentum space [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] .
B. Velocities
When the kth particle is considered in isolation, the position differenceδ δ δ k is found to be independent of time. The mean positionr k , kinetic positionr k and position r ′ k of the centre of electric charge then differ by constant amounts. When the particle is considered as a constituent of our molecule, however,δ δ δ k can vary in time, as the intramolecular electromagnetic field can varyp k ×ŝ k :
where we have made use of dp
and
. It follows that the mean veloc-
does not necessarily coincide with the kinetic velocitŷ
or the velocityv
of the centre of charge. Velocity contributions like theŝ k -andm k -dependent terms seen in (12) and (13) are also known for electrons in the solid state and are sometimes referred to as being 'anomalous' [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] 74] .
C. Linear momenta
The total kinetic linear momentumπ π π k follows from the canonical linear momentump k asπ π π k =p k − q kÂk . A revealing expression forp k can be obtained by rearranging (13) and interating:
Evidently,p k is comprised of relativistically corrected kinetic linear momentum terms (m kvk + (π
, an electromagnetic linear momentum term (q kÂk ) and a hidden momentum term (−m k × ∇ ∇ ∇ kΦ q k c
2 ) with the prototypical form [4, [75] [76] [77] [78] . For an electron, we attribute this hidden momentum to a modification of the electron's Zitterbewegung by the intramolecular Coulomb electric field −∇ ∇ ∇ kΦ q k . For more details, see our recent paper on hidden momentum [78] . Note that the distinction betweenπ π π k andp k first becomes apparent at order 1 c 2 ; that it is necessary to identify the kinetic velocityv k in the first term of (15), rather than the mean velocityv k , for example, and thatπ π π k contains within it the hidden momentum −m k × ∇ ∇ ∇ kΦ q k c 2 .
IV. MAIN RESULTS
In the present section, we give our main results: an explicit and general description of the energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and boost momentum of a molecule to order 1 c 2 . Before describing each of these properties for our molecule, we will consider the analogous results for a simpler system that is well understood: a collection of structureless point particles interacting electromagnetically in the classical domain [2, 4, 5] . We use tildes to distinguish this system from the molecule.
The particles give rise to electric charge and current
withq k the electric charge of the kth particle,r k the position of the kth particle andṽ k = dr k dt the velocity of the kth particle. The trajectory of the kth particle is governed by the Lorentz force law [79] dπ
withπ
the kinetic momentum of the kth particle. The electric and magnetic fieldsẼ
are governed by Maxwell's equations [25] 
withΦ andÃ the scalar and magnetic-vector potentials. We treatÃ as if its largest contribution is of order 1 c 2 .
A. Energy
Classical system
The total energy of a collection of structureless point particles interacting electromagnetically in the classical domain is [4, 5] 
with
the total rest and kinetic energy of the particles and
the total energy of the electromagnetic field.
Molecule
We identify the total energy of our molecule as beinĝ
W generates translations in time:
The conservation law dŴ dt = 0 (33) shows that this is a symmetry transformation for the molecule [10] , embodying invariance under translations in time.
It is not immediately obvious that the energyŴ of the molecule has a form analogous to the energyW of the classical system described above. To proceed, we observe that (1) can be rewritten in the form
where we have made use of the following equalities:
The first line on the right-hand side of (34) can be recast as
The second line can be recast as
which is in accord with the idea thatr ′ k is the position of the centre of charge of the kth particle: one can interpret (38) as a Taylor series expansion of the expected electrostatic interaction expressed in terms of ther ′ k , with the expansion taken about the mean positionsr k and truncated at order 1 c
2 . An alternative interpretation of (38) follows from the observation that the kth particle has an electric-dipole moment
with respect tor k (but no electric-dipole moment with respect tor ′ k , again in accord with our interpretation ofr ′ k as the particle's centre of charge): the familiar spin-orbit interaction with Thomas precession included [37, 38, 40, 51] is also the electric-dipole interaction d k ⋅ ∇ ∇ ∇ kΦ q k .d i is not to be confused with the more fundamental electron electric-dipole moment currently being sought in high-precision experiments, which is believed to be parallel to the electron's spin, in violation of parity symmetry and time reversal symmetry [12, 19, 22] . The third line on the right-hand side of (34) can be recast as
in accord with the idea thatv ′ k is the velocity of the centre of charge of the kth particle. The fourth and fifth lines require no further development. Thus,
The first line on the right-hand side of (41) resembles (27) , the second and third lines together resemble (28) and the remaining lines describe additional contributions due to the finite sizes of the particles, magnetic-dipole moments of the particles and electric-quadrupole moments of the nuclei.
B. Linear momentum
Classical system
The total linear momentum of a collection of structureless point particles interacting electromagnetically in the classical domain is [2, 4, 5]
the total kinetic linear momentum of the particles and
the total linear momentum of the electromagnetic field.
Molecule
We identify the total linear momentum of our molecule as beingP = kp k .
P generates translations in space:
The conservation law dP dt = 0 (49) shows that this is a symmetry transformation for the molecule [10] , embodying invariance under translations in space. A more explicit expression forP follows from (15):
The first line on the right-hand side of (50) resembles (43), the second line resembles (44) and the third line is the total hidden momentum of the molecule, which is cancelled by the linear momentum of the intramolecular electromagnetic field [78] :
as one might expect [4, 77, [80] [81] [82] .
C. Angular momentum
Classical system
The total angular momentum (about the spatial origin) of a collection of structureless point particles interacting electromagnetically in the classical domain is [2, 4, 5 
the total kinetic angular momentum of the particles and
the total angular momentum of the electromagnetic field.
Molecule
We identify the total angular momentum of our molecule as beingĴ =
J obeys the usual angular momentum commutation relations:
and generates rotations in space:
The conservation law dĴ dt = 0 (60) shows that this is a symmetry transformation for the molecule [10] , embodying invariance under rotations in space. A more explicit expression forĴ follows from (15):
The first line on the right-hand side of (61) resembles (53), the second line resembles (54) , the third line is the total hidden angular momentum of the molecule and the fourth line is the total mean spin of the molecule. It seems that the total hidden angular momentum of the molecule is not cancelled by the angular momentum of the intramolecular electromagnetic field: we note in particular that
in spite of the fact that the total hidden (linear ) momentum of the molecule is cancelled by the linear momentum of the intramolecular electromagnetic field, as shown in (51) . This represents no fundamental difficulty, as the total angular momentum of a system 'at rest' need not vanish [4] .
D. Boost momentum
The total energy of a system generates translations of the system in time, the total linear momentum generates translations in space and the total angular momentum generates circular rotations in space. Similarly, the total boost momentum of a system generates hyperbolic rotations of the system in spacetime, also known as Lorentz transformations or boosts [6, 7] . The conservation of boost momentum embodies invariance under such rotations [3, 7, 8] . When taken together with the global conservation of energy and linear momentum, the global conservation of boost momentum can be interpreted as a statement that the system translates with constant velocity [2, 3, 65] .
Classical system
The total boost momentum (about the spacetime origin) of a collection of structureless point particles interacting electromagnetically in the classical domain is [2] 
defining the total kinetic boost momentum tP kin −D kin of the particles and
defining the total boost momentum tP em −D em of the electromagnetic field.
Molecule
It seems that there is no closed form for the total boost momentum of our molecule. This is unsurprising, as the molecular HamiltonianĤ is not Lorentz invariant but rather is effectively truncated at order 1 c 2 . Working to order 1 c 2 then, we identify the total boost momentum of the molecule as beinĝ
which suffices to ensure the conservation law
as desired. The first line on the right-hand side of (67) resembles (64) and the second line resembles (65) . Note that it is necessary to identify the kinetic positionr k in the first term, rather than the mean positionr k , for example.
In general, the rate of change with respect to time of an energy is referred to as a power, the rate of change of a linear momentum is referred to as a force and the rate of change of an angular momentum is referred to as a torque. There does not appear to be a unique terminology, however, for the rate of change of a boost momentum [2, 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] 65] , which is surprising given the fundamental importance of boost momentum. We propose, therefore, that the rate of change of a boost momentum be referred to henceforth as a 'jig'. The need to distinguish between a torque and a jig is not negated by the fact that angular momentum and boost momentum reside together in a tensor, any more than the need to distinguish between a power and a force is negated by the fact that energy and linear momentum reside together in a tensor [2, 3, [6] [7] [8] 65] .
V. OUTLOOK
Possible avenues for future research into the relativistic properties of a molecule include the following.
• The identification of generalised translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic coordinates to order 1 c 2 .
• The separation of angular momentum into spin and orbital or intrinsic and extrinsic parts to order 1 c 2 .
• The interaction of a molecule with externally imposed fields to order 1 c 2 . In particular, the calculation of powers, forces, torques and jigs, which can change the energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and boost momentum of the molecule.
We will return to these and related tasks elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Breakdown ofĤ
The molecular Hamiltonian can be partitioned in the formĤ
withĤ basic ,Ĥ fs andĤ hfs as described below.
The basic molecular Hamiltonian
accounts for the basic structure of the molecule. In a notional order of decreasing 'size'...
• The first term on the right-hand side of (A2) is the total rest energy of the particles.
• The second term describes the kinetic energies of the electrons to order 1 c 0 .
• The third term describes the Coulomb interactions between the particles.
• The fourth term describes the kinetic energies of the nuclei to order 1 c 0 .
The first term is constant and so is usually omitted.
The fine-structure Hamiltonian
accounts for certain higher-order intramolecular interactions in which them j ,Θ jab and R j do not appear. In a notional order of decreasing 'size'...
• The first term on the right-hand side of (A3) describes relativistic corrections to the kinetic energies of the electrons [42, 43] .
• The second term describes one-electron Darwin interactions [41] .
• The third term describes electron spin-orbit interactions [37] , with Thomas precession [38, 40] included.
• The fourth term describes electron-spin / otherelectron-orbit interactions [39] .
• The fifth term describes electron-spin / electronspin interactions, comprised of classical dipolar [39] and contact [42] contributions.
• The sixth term describes two-electron Darwin interactions [42, 43] .
• The seventh term describes electron-orbit / electron-orbit interactions, comprised of magnetic [42] and retardation [43] contributions.
• The eighth term describes electron-spin / nuclearorbit interactions.
• The ninth term describes electron-orbit / nuclearorbit interactions, comprised of magnetic and retardation contributions.
• The tenth term describes nuclear-orbit / nuclearorbit interactions, comprised of magnetic and retardation contributions.
• The eleventh term describes relativistic corrections to the kinetic energies of the nuclei.
The ninth, tenth and eleventh terms are particularly 'small' and are often neglected. The hyperfine-structure Hamiltonian 
accounts for certain higher-order intramolecular interactions in which them j ,Θ jab and R j appear. In a notional order of decreasing 'size'...
• The first term on the right-hand side of (A4) describes nuclear-spin / electron-orbit interactions [48] .
• The second term describes electron-spin / nuclearspin interactions, comprised of classical dipolar and Fermi contact [44] contributions.
• The third term describes nuclear electricquadrupole interactions [33] .
• The fourth term describes nuclear finite-size corrections to the electron-nucleus Coulomb interactions [35] .
• The fifth term describes nuclear spin-orbit interactions, with Thomas precession included [51] .
• The sixth term describes nuclear-spin / othernucleus-orbit interactions [51] .
• The seventh term describes nuclear-spin / nuclearspin interactions, comprised of classical dipolar [47] and contact contributions.
• The eighth term describes nuclear finite-size corrections to the nucleus-nucleus Coulomb interactions.
The contact contributions to the seventh term, as well as the eighth term, are particularly 'small' and are often neglected.
Note that the nuclei are effectively described in the basic molecular HamiltonianĤ basic and the fine structure HamiltonianĤ fs as structureless point particles with electric charge: we have attributed interactions that involve nuclear magnetic-dipole moments, nuclear electricquadrupole moments or nuclear finite-size corrections to the hyperfine structure HamiltonianĤ hfs . Our reasoning is that interactions that involve nuclear magneticdipole moments or nuclear electric-quadrupole moments are nuclear-spin dependent and nuclear finite-size corrections emerge at the same order of multipole expansion. One might argue moreover that nuclear Zitterbewegung is nuclear-spin dependent [36] .
